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activateShe is yet to
announce who her

supporters are, but it has
been rumoured that

former Olympian Tatyana
McFadden is keen to
support the young
Olympic hopeful.
Bookmakers have

revealed that the money
will not be enough to
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guarantee her a place in
the final, given that the

overall money pot has so
far been estimated at

£941,300. The hopeful -
who has two Olympic

medals, including a gold,
already under her belt - is

considered to have the
highest odds of winning
the London 2012 games,

yet she has not yet
confirmed if she will be

taking to the track in her
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first major senior outing.
We would like to

encourage the Olympic
hopefuls and fans to stay
on the edge and support
whoever they believe can

take the gold this
year.2,000 MILE
MARATHON, 26

STEAMBOATS ON ICE, A 5K
RACE 4/2/2013 10:59AM

2,000 Marathon: "I want to
be the fastest marathon
runner who ever lived."
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That's the goal of Sy
Rahan, a 20-year-old high

school student living in
Las Vegas, who won a long-

distance competition on
campus earlier this month.

Two thousand miles, 26
steamboats on ice, and a
full event are what this

ends up becoming.Q: How
to initialize

boost::tokenizer? I want to
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type is not allowed How to
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initialize a
boost::tokenizer? I do this:

boost::tokenizer
tok(text.c_str(), boost::tok

enizer(text.c_str())); My
text looks like this: TEXT

A: std::string text = "Some
blah blah blah stuff"; int
main() { boost::tokenizer

tok(text.c_str(),
0cc13bf012
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